
Short Overview over the Slovak National Stress Test Report 

 
- All Slovak NPP operate the same reactor type VVER440/213, 

Bohunice as well as Mochovce 1&2 and 3&4 (under construction). 
The ENSREG requirements were not fulfilled by the operator. 
Earthquakes and flooding were the only initiating events 
examined though Annex I ENSREG stress test requirements also 
demanded to include other scenarios („… the assessment of 

consequences of loss of safety functions is relevant also if the 
situation is provoked by indirect initiating events, for instance 

large disturbance from the electrical power grid impacting AC 
power distribution systems or forest fire, airplane crash.“).  
 

- The National Report of Slovakia only examines the failure of one 
system at a time, while all other are supposed to continue to 
function according to programme; a combination of events is 
excluded with the explanation, that this would require complex 
analyses.  

 
- Similar to the Czech attitude, also the Slovak Nuclear Authority 

accepts the term „containment“ for the VVER 440/213 reactors. 
This is not correct, because these „confinements“ are not full-
pressure containments, pressure relief e.g. in cases of severe 
accidents takes place in an another building, the Bubbler 
Condenser. 

 
- An accident core melt is assumed to be solved by cooling the 

reactor pressure vessel from outside. The reactor cavity door was 
identified as a weakness –   its failure practically cannot be 
excluded and can lead to large radioactive releases into the 
environment. This reactor cannot guarantee, that the core melt 
will be stabilised and reactor shaft integrity kept. 
 

Following analyses, which were announced in previous safety reports, 
were not conducted: 
 

- Cooling water leak via main cooling pump seals 
- Inhomogeneous hydrogen distribution and possible hydrogen 

concentration in the spent cooling ponds 
- Severe accidents in the cooling ponds 
- Habitability of the Control Room after a severe accident in the 

cooling pond 
 
This is a Summary of Dalibor Stráský´s Statement in English prepared by 
Patricia Lorenz. Dalibor Stráský´s complete analyses is available in 
German and in Czech language: 
http://www.anschober.at/politik/presse/1428/akw-stresstests---eine-
beruhigungspille-in-tschechien-- 


